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Preamble

Dear reader. I will tell you a story. This is a story of my life 
now. Dear reader turn away from these pages … They will 
only bring grief to me … It will only wound me and hurt 
me. But I must do it now. Ich muß … Inner necessity. I 
have to do it now. I must. I have to. I have to do it now and 
do do do a doo doo … It is imperative. I have to. This is 
something I have to do to save me. Dear reader, I’m in bits 
and pieces. I am a broken house. I am a puzzle. I have to 
place this together. This will glue me and repair me. This 
will build me. Bildingsroman. A constructive novel. A book. 
This is the theatre of my head in a theatre. I act this out. I 
enact me. I act out. I act up. I work this out. I am actor 
enactor of the inner theatre of Anna O. This is the theatre 
of my head. I am my performance now. I become somebody 
else. I want to become somebody else who is me. I am a she 
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looking for me. Somebody help me. Help me. I help me. I 
talk to me when nobody else … I talk when I can’t talk. I 
speak here. Where there is no speech or speaker. This is a 
page and a tape. This will be done and done with. This is 
the theatre in a theatre. I act my body now. I feel my finger 
tips when I cannot feel my finger. This will stop a dam from 
burst asunder. This will keep a dyke from flood. I’m little 
Dutch boy. I keep the world together. By doing this, just 
by doing this, just by this, exactly. I intend to travel back 
and travel forward. I aim high. I plan to fly and fly. I am 
making this up and this makes me into somebody. I become 
my story. I put on costumes in my, the theatre of my head. 
A performative text and a performance now. I am speaking 
in your head. I put on a fur cap and red boots now. I act 
up. This is a play in a play. I enter a narrative, a fragmented 
narrative. I cut me up. Rumpelstiltskin. I tear myself in 
half when somebody knows my name, but nobody knows 
me now and I don’t know me. But I will know me. I aim 
to. I want to. I plan to. I will start with a little child. I will 
start with Swidnica, a little town. I will go back to that and 
I will travel. This will take me where it will take me. I am 
ready. I enter a little theatre now with red curtains. I wear a 
red dress now. I have a horse. I wear a crown I wear. Who 
am I now. I will talk this out, work it now. I am making, I 
intend to make a person in a person. A subject in process, in 
progress … I am on my way. This is making me different. 
This does me an Ania. This is my record and recording. I 
hear me now. Oral, aural text. I will act this out now. I 
ride a horse, horsey, hobby horse, dada. It rolls now. Unroll 
red carpets now. Lights and action starts. I feel lively, lovely, 
beloved, heavenly. God help me now. Light me, bright me. 
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Speak through me. I am spoken now. Words tell me and say 
me and make me into me. I please me. Other writers speak 
through me now. I am a fictocritical construct, a machine for 
writing. I am made of this, only this. I make this. This grows 
me and grows and grows and makes itself in me. I am the 
beanstalk and jack and jack in a box now. I open my lid and 
laugh now. I will see where this will take me. It will take me 
where it will take me. It will make me famous and different 
to me. It will transform me. I will make a story and a theatre. 
I will travel far and further. I feel better and better. I can cry 
now. Hinda Rosen, my student in the poetry class brings a 
book for me, Konik Garbusek, a fairytale. Konyok Garbunok, 
written by Piotr Jerszow, a Russian schoolteacher. This is my 
first year prize from my primary school in Swidnica Slaska, 
school number 7. I remember the school number embossed 
in white on a navy blue shield, sewn onto my coat. And the 
blue beret that I now wear. With a bow.

What does this mean to me what does horse mean to me 
it hurts me it hurts me i remember me – school now and blue 
navy blue uniform now – overall with buttons on fartuszek 
with white collar on you have to iron this i have to find this 
out i have to know what i mean now I have to work this out 
rebus puzzle story of my life now what is it it’s all in my book 
now all here my diary dream diary my analysis now with 
franca simone shanti belinda jacqueline now i learn how to 
cry I have to try and try to know me and i don’t know me no 
i don’t know me

I meet Hinda at the age of 11 at Elwood Central School 
by the seaside in Melbourne in 1963. I tell her I want to be a 
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writer. Autor. Writer here. Exactly where I am. The Polish 
ambassador contacts me in 2011, Andrzej Jaroszewski. He 
wants to meet me and he meets me in 2012. He edits books of 
poetry  about war. I am introduced to him by Izabela Rajtaczak 
who becomes my friend and sends me the current print of 
the Konik Garbusek book, Oficyna Wydawnicza, Poznan, 
smaller now and translated into prose but with the very same 
illustrations by Jan Szancer. I receive the book in 2013. The 
original imprint of my book is 1957, in the lost world now.

The book becomes my symbolic field of reading the 
self, of reading myself, of projection, introjection, play of 
symbolic meanings and the sense of the puzzle appears. 
Something needs to be deciphered or made clear. I have a 
stone in my shoe I need to take out now. This has to be done. 
I have to do this. I want to do this now. This is the doing. I 
am doing this is doing me and writing me now. Writing as 
a memory and imprint of the self. This is my diary. This my 
dream diary. I analyse me.

Konik Garbusek1 translates into Humpback Pony, the pony 
is the helper, the assistant, the magical force in the story. I am 
the humpback pony. At the age of six my back is bent, one 
shoulder higher than the other. The self is split and exists 
within the fissure of the underdog Ivan, the protagonist, 
the Konik who helps him and the elements of the story, a 
journey. I write a fairytale at the age of six, called “Sopel 
Zlosci”- “Icicle of Anger” about a king who is ill and a 
magician travels and performs magical acts so that the king 
can recover. I never finish the story. I abandon it and I take 
it up here. I abandon me and take it up here. The anger is 
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frozen but I unfreeze me. I come alive now. I feel good. I feel 
my life now.

pony humback pony hunchback me I am humback pony 
help me god help me help me somebody help me oh help me 
help help me help me Rhonda help me guardian angel with 
wings help me over a dark water now ober over over little 
bridge guardian angel with wings aniele bozy strozu moj 
angel help me now over water river I can’t swim now in deep 
dark forest now in deep dark night in deep dark now I am 
pony girl now i enter my picture get into me now associate 
and disassociate now i attach me here i sew me in i sew me 
in by magic now I was torn in pieces and sew me together to 
put it how to put

Fictocriticism; a practice that sews me that I sew here. 
Bricolage, montage, assemblage, collage, coller, to stick 
together. I make a story out of bits and pieces. The process of 
associative thought and reflection. Improvisation and analysis. 
The flight of thought, a trajectory and reflection, retrieval, 
recoil. The use of multilevel text comprising poetics, theory 
and appropriated text. The entry into my fairytale here.

Define fictocriticism, define a horse. Fictocriticism tells a 
story through a story, tells a story indirectly, alludes to a story, 
tells my story differently, represents me, presents me with a 
symbol, a remnant, a rebus, a puzzle, a shadow, a dream 
that has to be decoded. Amanda Nettlebeck writes in The 
Space Between: Australian Women Writing Fictocriticism: “the 
voice and the book dissolve into a plethora of half complete 
texts, voices, incommensurable positions. Between the two 
moments – a world of difference.”  2


